RETOMAR LAS CONCLUSIONES DEL III MODULO MODELOS DE PLANIFICACIÓN POR EQUIPO DE PAÍS

BELIZE
Presently exists the BHIS HRH Module

- It requires building and strengthening
- Has not been implemented in the institutions as yet, pending development and training for its use
- It does not have the capacity for projections
- In the past, planning has been based on the WHO ratio of professionals to population size

Needs:

Policies to encourage sharing of Data between different Ministries
Qué modelo de planificación es factible aplicar en su país, comente en el nivel nacional e institucional.

- Researching an appropriate system: iHRIS/BHIS HRH (Indicators)
- Using other models for projection
Tools apply to the issue of:

- Identifying indicators needed for planning
- Showing the overview of the dynamics of HRH planning
- Emphasizing the need for policies
- Showing the examples of the models of different countries
THANK YOU

GRACIAS